
New arrivals from Bolia: Kite Chair and Graceful Bench
The Kite chair and Graceful bench are the two major additions to the AW22 Bolia dining room col-
lection. With organic shapes inspired by the natural forces of the Nordic winds and a minimalist ap-
proach to handcrafted design. Both capture the natural, timeless and soothing spirit of the latest Bolia 
collection.

The AW22 collection by Bolia perceives the home as a private nest, a silent retreat, and a calm space for life to 
unfold. For this reason, it is composed of handmade and custom-made pieces, designed to create timeless expres-
sions that speak to the senses and invite to touch, feel and experience. Once again this year, Bolia invites nature 
indoors while striving to create durable designs that tell a story of quality and craftsmanship.

Kite Chair Series

The collection includes two major additions for the dining room, starting with the Kite chair series, available in 
different finishes that all reveal the beauty of the oak of which they are made. The Italian designers, Studio Nooi, 
have created the Kite stackable chair in a light yet striking formal expression, inspired by the natural force of the 
Nordic winds. The curved backrest is made of FSC® certified steam-bent solid oak to ensure excellent seating 
comfort. In addition, Kite is available with or without an upholstered seat.

Graceful Series

Danish designer and architect Michael H. Nielsen created the Graceful table series based on the principle of 
minimalism, “Less is more”. This series now welcomes a new piece: a bench that has the uniform and clean sur-
face, which is a characteristic of the tables of the same name. Made of FSC® certified oak, the bench comes in a 
variety of classic finishes (oiled oak, black stained oiled oak and white pigmented oiled oak) and different sizes, 
to fit easily into any interior.
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Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 78 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, France and Luxembourg as well as online shops in 30 countries in 

Europe. Bolia also works with over 600 dealers in more than 50 countries around the world.

The Bolia design collective includes more than 60 international designers who share a passion for 
sustainable solutions and New Scandinavian Design. In close collaboration, two annual collections are 
formed; always with the ever-changing Scandinavian nature as starting point and where every design 

is tailor-made to suit the customer’s specific needs and wishes.
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